
 

Chittara song from Ugramm Download features a beautiful voice of man playing the Sitar. This song is also sung by the Bengali
band "Kudratul Abhijan". A wonderful track which you must listen to in order to know different genres of bengali songs.
Chittara is a classical folk ballad with a melancholic tone and theme. It relates, in one way or another, the tale of a prince
traveling in search of his godly father who happens to be away at war during most part of Chittara's story. Chittara ballad is a
popular folk song from Bengal, also known as "Chhittar gaan". Chittara as a ballad was sung as a 'child birth ritual' in rural
Bengali families during 1920-1940. It has been sung by almost every great singer of Bengal throughout the 1900s and till date.
The lyrics of the song are so simple yet heartfelt, which will surely touch your heartstrings. The song is about a lover who is
singing for his beloved lady’s eyes. The video features Hiran Chatterjee and Tania Chakraborty's splendid chemistry which will
give you goosebumps. Hiran Chatterjee, who plays the role of a lover, mesmerizes you with his acting. The emotions expressed
by him are simply moving. Artist: Hiran Chatterjee & Tania Chakraborty Title:Chittara Song From Ugramm Download Chittara
song from Ugramm download is about the relationship between Ata Bandhu and Dhanamoyee. The duo has sung this song under
the supervision of Prabhat Raj Roy. This romantic song is sung by the band called 'Kudratul Abhijan'. Kudratul Abhijan is a
famous Bengali band that was formed in 2007 in Dhaka, Bangladesh. This song is a popular one, and was loved by several other
singers like Suman Kalyanpur. The band does an excellent job in conveying the beauty of their lyrics and tune. Artist:
KUDRATUL ABHIJAN Title:Chittara Song From Ugramm Download Chittara song from Ugramm Download features a
beautiful voice of man playing the "Sitar". This song is also sung by the band "Kudratul Abhijan". A wonderful track which you
must listen to in order to know different genres of bengali songs. Chittara is a classical folk ballad with a melancholic tone and
theme. It relates, in one way or another, the tale of a prince traveling in search of his godly father who happens to be away at
war during most part of Chittara's story. Chittara ballad is a popular folk song from Bengal, also known as "Chhittar gaan".
Chittara as a ballad was sung as a 'child birth ritual' in rural Bengali families during 1920-1940. It has been sung by almost every
great singer of Bengal throughout the 1900s and till date. The lyrics of the song are so simple yet heartfelt, which will surely
touch your heartstrings. The music videos for this album were well received by viewers and critics alike.
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